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Melinda’s Musings:  
by Rev. Dr. Melinda V. McLain 
 
When I despair, I remember that 
all through history the way of truth 
and love have always won. There 
have been tyrants and murderers, 
and for a time, they can seem 
invincible, but in the end, they 
always fall. Think of it—always. 
― Mahatma Gandhi 
 
For many of us Mira Vistans, this 
has been a challenging year. 
We’ve dealt with pain, illness, 
death, grief, and difficult 
caregiving. It certainly has been difficult for me 
too as I navigate the shoals of grief and 
transition in the wake of my mother’s death.  
 
In the wider community, many of us cannot 
bear to watch a news broadcast and see 
another unarmed African-American shot by 
police, another mass shooting, another 
bombing, or more refugees turned away. Then, 
as if our despair over these events isn’t 
enough, each act of violence has become an 
opportunity for too many politicians to use 
these events to whip up hate and division when 
our nation desperately needs calm and steady 
leadership. 
 
So if you are reading this article and feeling 
some measure of despair, you are not alone. 
Hope has been in short supply within our body 
politic, and in some cases, our personal lives 
too. 
 
And yet hope is at the heart of the gospel. 
Hope and peace are the gifts of the spirit made 

precious and miraculous because 
they come precisely at the lowest 
moments of despair.  
 
Hope is also contagious and made 
stronger in community. Yet another 
reason that “church” and spiritual 
community are so important and 
regular engagement in worship, 
prayer, and study can transform 
even the darkest form of despair. 
 
So as we enter the Fall season, I 
invite each of us to help lift our own 
spirits together. Let’s sing, and love 
and hope – even when it seems 
hopeless. Let’s continue to do justice 

together to be a witness to the power of hope. 
 
I give thanks to God for each and everyone of 
you and for the love we bring to one another 
and to the community around us. 
 
Love and many blessings, 
Melinda 
 
 
UCC Neighbors in Need Offering 
 
The Neighbors in Need offering, which we will 
receive on Sunday, October 2, supports the 
UCC’s ministries of justice and compassion 
throughout the United States.  One-third of this 
offering remains here in the Northern California 
Nevada Conference to support ecumenical 
ministries of justice and mercy. Neighbors in 
Need also supports our American Indian 
neighbors in the UCC by supporting the UCC’s 
Council for American Indian Ministries (CAIM).  
Today there are 20 UCC congregations on 
reservations in Wisconsin, Nebraska, North 
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Dakota, South Dakota, and one urban, multi-
tribal UCC congregation in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota.  These unique churches and their 
pastors are supported by Neighbors in Need 
through CAIM.  CAIM is also an invaluable 
resource for more than 1,000 individuals from 
dozens of other tribes and nations who are 
members of other UCC congregations in the 
U.S.  The remaining funds benefit national 
Justice and Witness Ministries in the UCC by 
funding a wide array of justice initiatives, 
advocacy efforts, and direct service projects. 
Working with members of the UCC Justice and 
Peace Action Network (a network of thousands 
of UCC justice and peace advocates), Justice 
and Witness continues its strong policy 
advocacy work on issues such as the federal 
budget, voting rights, immigration, healthcare, 
hate crimes, civil liberties, and environmental 
justice.  
  
 
Plotting the Creation of The Good Table 
by Rev. Dr. Melinda V. McLain 

 
We may have finally 
found a name for our 
Café Church! 
According to yelp, 
there are three 
restaurants with this 
name in the world - 

one in Maine, one in Massachusetts, and one 
in Australia and The Good Table appears to 
be available as a dba in California. Informal 
conversations with many of you seem to 
indicate that this name does describe our 
vision well: a good cafe that does good too!  
The marketing possibilities feel easy with this 
name and Tom Emanuel has made 
developing marketing for this new venture part 
of his learning-serving covenant.  
 Work on a business plan for this venture 
continues. We have made significant progress 
in thinking about real estate and we now 
believe that an appropriate building can be 
found that meets our requirements and 
reasonable budget constraints. Brian 
Campbell-Miller and Colleen Rodger are 
taking the lead on this part of the project and 

will be seeking wisdom from Margaret 
Kavenaugh-Lynch. 
 Tom Emanuel and Brady Morales-
Woolery have committed to working on the 
coffee shop portion of the business including 
looking for equipment and for identifying 
potential partners for coffee, tea, and pastries. 
They will also be thinking about whether to 
offer pour-overs and specialty drinks beyond 
the regular espresso offerings and drip coffee. 
While various websites use a $5 per person 
projected sales figure for coffee shops, I hope 
we can test that assumption too. 
 Melinda V. McLain recently met with Bob 
Gerner of El Cerrito Natural Grocery and 
they are now working to create a “pop-up” of 
the entertainment venue idea. Right now, 
Melinda is working on dates that work for 
musicians and then we’ll try to do this once a 
month. The Good Table at El Cerrito Natural 
Grocery would be an evening event that would 
perhaps begin about 8pm. We would seek to 
emulate what we might offer in our own cafe 
space in terms of beverages and snacks. 
These events would allow us to begin to build a 
customer base while we continue to plan and 
perhaps even after opening. Bob could not be 
more gracious in offering to partner with us on 
this idea! Lots of details still to work out, but 
this is very exciting! 
 At the heart of this venture is the 
development of a triple bottom line to measure 
our success. The economic bottom line 
needs to be financially sustainable and we 
are working to determine whether it will be 
possible. We have some significant 
advantages in that we can fundraise beyond 
our sales, but this is still a small margin 
business to launch. 4% profits are the norm for 
successful restaurants. 
 Our social service bottom line would 
seek to quantify our ability to serve needs in 
the community such as: food insecurity, 
social isolation, opportunities for 
generosity, and becoming an access point 
for other services. The pay-what-you can 
model for food service will certainly make 
healthy food more accessible to those in 
need AND will give better-off customers a 
chance to give back. Multiple studies have 
shown that giving has all sorts of health 



 
 

benefits too! Social isolation is also a serious 
health problem and the Centers for Disease 
Control estimate that over 20% of residents in 
Contra Costa County suffer from significant 
social isolation. Creating an easy-to-hang-out 
in without cost space has great potential to 
help with this issue. 
 And finally, our spiritual development 
bottom line will be served by the programs we 
know best: worship, meditation, mindfulness 
book group, and yoga. Our commitments to 
extravagant welcome and inclusion will make it 
possible for the spiritually homeless to feel at 
home in a more welcoming and less 
threatening space. Though I do not have 
specific statistics for our county, recent national 
studies by the Pew Center and other reputable 
organizations show a trend towards people 
being de-churched at an increasingly-rapid 
pace. De-churched folks, in particular, have 
been wounded by churches in various ways 
and need healing. Some cannot stand the 
bickering, others have been pushed out over 
sexuality issues, and some are just tired of 
propping up a crumbling institution without 
much reward. 
 The next step in our group process will be 
an All-Day Retreat on Saturday, November 
12th. On that day, we will seriously ponder the 
business plan and make a decision as to 
whether we are ready to begin to look at real 
estate options. We will meet at Colleen and  
Melinda’s home in El Sobrante from 10a - 
4p with lunch provided. Do mark your 
calendars now for this important day of 
discernment and decision. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Spirit is a dancer 
After Emily Dickinson 
byTom Emanuel 
 
Spirit is a dancer 
alive and free, 
a singer bursting into Song— 
unexpectedly— 
 
irritating neighbors 
and driving those 
who dress in tweed and corduroy 
to close 
 
their windows and lock 
their shutters tight: 
“Doesn’t she know it’s the middle 
of the night? 
 
We’ve got to get up for 
work tomorrow— 
we’ve appointments to keep with 
Time and Sorrow!” 
 
But she’s too busy singing 
to invest 
much time in Time, who’s only 
a suggestion (at best), 
 
and she’ll go right on singing, yes, 
go right on dancing too, 
and she’ll go on believing 
(for what else could she do?) 
 
until we’ve joined her in the street 
and thrown away our books, 
‘cos if you dance like no one’s watching— 
someone might just look. 
   - September 2016 - Berkeley, CA 

Mindfulness Circle 
by Joan Thompson 

 
The Mindfulness Circle will begin Reading Breathing Under Water:  Spirituality and the Twelve 
Steps, by Richard Rohr.  Rohr’s premise is that we are all addicted.  We are all addicted to our 
own habitual way of doing anything, our own defenses, and our own way of thinking.  All societies 
are addicted to themselves and create deep co-dependency on them.  He states that some form 
of alternative consciousness is the only freedom from this self and from cultural lies.  The Twelve 
Step Program makes very practical the same messages Jesus gave us, but without the danger of 
spiritualizing the message.  Join us on the first and third Wednesdays at 7:00 for a lively 
discussion and see how the Twelve Steps and Jesus are saying the same thing but with a 
different vocabulary.  Call the church office for information on location.   
 
·We suffer to get well  ·We surrender to win  ·We die to live  ·We give it away to keep it. 
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1 
 
 
 

2  
12 Noon Worship & Holy 
Communion, Social 
Action Team during La 
Mesa 

Neighbors in Need 
offering, World 
Communion Sunday 

3    
 

4   
Mira Vista prepares 
lunch, GRIP Souper 
Center, 10a 

 

5 
Mindfulness Circle, 
El Cerrito Royale, 
7p 

6 
Open Door 
Interfaith Zen, 6p 

7 
Yoga, 10a – 11a 

8 
Payday Loans, Panama 
Papers & Poverty, 10a – 
12 noon, St. Columba 
Catholic Church, 6401 
San Pablo, Oakland 

9 
12 Noon Worship 
followed by La Mesa 
with Holy Communion 

10 
 

11 
 

12 
 

13 
Open Door 
Interfaith Zen, 6p 
Council meeting, 
7p 

14 
Yoga, 10a – 11a 
 
 
                 

15 
 
 

16 
12 Noon Worship   
followed by La Mesa 
with Holy Communion 

17 
   

18  
 

19 
Mindfulness Circle, 
El Cerrito Royale, 
7p 

20 
Open Door 
Interfaith Zen, 6p 

21 
Yoga, 10a – 11a 

22 
 

 

23  
12 Noon Worship   
followed by La Mesa 
with Holy Communion 
 

24  
 

25 
 
 

26  
 

27 
Open Door 
Interfaith Zen, 6p 

28 
Yoga, 10a – 11a 

29 
 

30  
12 Noon Worship 
followed by La Mesa 
with Holy Communion 
Tom Emanuel, 
preaching 

31 
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Our worship life together . . .  
Join us on Sundays at 12 noon for our celebration with music and preaching, then stay for lunch 
because our worship continues as we share food and friendship together at our common table, La 
Mesa.  Feel free to bring food to share as you are able. We celebrate the sacrament of Holy 
Communion every First Sunday. All are welcome at our table! 

 October 2  “World Communion Faith”   Luke 17: 5-10 
 World Communion Sunday and Neighbors in Need offering received. 

      
 October 9  “Power of Ten”     Luke 17: 11-19 
 
 October 16 “Loud Widow Knocking”   Luke 18: 1-8 
 
 October 23 “Pretty Poor Piety”    Luke 18: 9-14 
 
 October 30 “The Long and the Short of It”  Luke 19: 1-10 
     Tom Emanuel preaching 
 

October Celebrations: 
 
Birthdays:  11th Joann Pavlinec; 11th Michael Wisely; 13th Bonnie Hariton; 17th Diane Young;  
       17th Latifah Abdullah; 25th Ali Edney 
 
Anniversary:  22nd Rev. Susan Meeter and Barbara Cook 
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